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Watershed delineation
No existing spatial database 
depicts watershed units at the scale 
necessary for Juneau-area wetlands 
mapping. The 2 layers that come 
closest are Hydrologic Unit Codes 
(HUC) by the US Geological 
Survey, and Value Comparison 
Units (VCU) by the US Forest 
Service. Neither display true 
hydrologic watersheds. 

Hydrologic connectivity and 
segregation are fundamental 
criteria for Assessment Area (AA) 
mapping under WESPAK-SE. 
We’ve begun to map “subsheds”—
so called because they are 

“Subshed” boundaries created 
by the Bosworth team for Hill 

560 separating Auke Lake from 
Mendenhall Valley. Ten-foot 

contours are shown, generated 
from DEM provided to us by CBJ. 

In areas where finer topographical 
resolution was needed—such as 

the subtle divides on the summit of 
Hill 560—we mapped boundaries 

from 2-foot contours.  

AA units break at subshed 
divides if they have more 

than an acre on each side of 
the boundary. For example, 

bog SV10 in Pederson Creek 
subshed transitions to SV7 

in the adjacent Montana 
subshed (In contrast, SV10 
has 2 disjunct units, merged 

because they’re less than 200 
feet apart.)

SV08 likewise crosses a 
subshed divide, but the portion 

on the Pederson side is less 
than an acre, thus considered 
an “orphan,” ineligible for AA 

separation.   
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sub-units of the smallest local HUC units (HUC-12).  This finer-scale 
mapping has only recently become feasible, thanks to a high-resolution Digi-
tal Elevation Model (DEM) and associated data delivered to CBJ in 2013. 

So far, we’ve been tracing subshed boundaries by reference to 10- or 
2-foot contours at a scale of 1:1,000 or finer. This is a time-consuming task 
that we’ve generally deferred until AA-specific questions arise.  But bound-
ary-&-basin questions are of increasing importance as we move into more 
complex terrain, farther from roads. And watershed configuration—even 
where boundaries are far from the AA 
unit itself—are fundamental to ecologi-
cal, hydrological and jurisdictional 
analysis.  

A simple, systematic approach is 
needed—one that allows us to stay ahead 
of our Assessment-Area mapping, yet 
results in ‘durable’ hydrologic units 
of ecological and management util-
ity. Minor adjustments can be made to 
boundaries as new technologies and data 
layers become available, but depiction 
of subshed units should be based upon 
fairly stable, well defined criteria.

The following assumptions apply to 
our subsheds thus far, but we are seek-
ing input and guidance from CBJ project 
managers, and will adjust thresholds, etc, 

subshed name acres

Road Shunt 87

970 North 126

970 Southeast 199

970 Northeast 309

South Bridget 319

Lost Saddle 360

North Bridget 372

Sunshine Cove 663

Lost Lake 714

Cowee Beaver 810

East Auke Lake 185

Pederson Creek 1409

Montana Creek 9757

Mendenhall River 17812   
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“Subsheds” at Cowee Creek and Hill 
560, ranked by increasing acreage.
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if necessary:
●  Streams and tributaries in the subshed 

generally converge toward one ‘receiving’ 
channel. In the case of some coastal subsheds, 
minor streams—both ephemeral and peren-
nial—may reach saltwater independently, but 

are generally not named on maps or listed in the Department of Fish and Game’s Anadromous Waters Cata-
log (AWC). 

●  Conversely, the dominant ‘receiving’ channel of each subshed is generally named on maps, or at least 
shown as fish-bearing in the AWC. Exceptions include situations such as Hill 560, from which small streams 
radiate outward; topography here tends to splay streams outward, rather than gathering channels into third 
or fourth-order waterways. Other exceptions include significant channels in the Cowee headwaters that are 
unnamed and uncatalogued, but which would have names, were they closer to roads or even trails.  

●  Subsheds drain basins of 50 acres or larger. The smallest subshed named on the preceding map of 
Cowee Creek is 87 acres, titled “Road Shunt” because flow from NW-striking gullies on the shoulder of Hill 
970 is diverted northeastward by the highway berm. 

●  Subsheds are named by their dominant stream (eg Waydelich Creek), or if no named stream exists, by 
their best-known geographic feature (eg Point Louisa). Lacking any such widely-known feature, in a few 
cases we resorted to referential names such as “970 Northeast.” (off the northeast side of Hill 970) or “Lost 
Saddle” (over the saddle from Lost Lake)

●  In some cases our subshed mapping is informed by high-resolution stream models from the Digital 
Elevation Model. Prior to our field work, we modeled streams for ‘Back Douglas.’ These channels have 
proven highly accurate on our field visits. For Cowee Creek we received a draft streams layer from similar 
LiDAR by Rick Edwards, USFS (same vendor as for the CBJ LiDAR of 2013). Ideally, such detailed stream 
maps would be used for all of our subshed delineations, but they are not yet available. We’ve been asked by 
Teri Camery to submit a proposal for further streams mapping. If, upon completion, such streams modelling 
suggests alterations to our subshed boundaries, we can make the changes retroactively.

Detail from center of preceding map of Hill 
970, Two-foot contours generated from DEM. 
Streams also from DEM, by Rick Edwards, 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory. Thresholds for 
stream order can be set even finer, showing 
predicted ephemeral channels that would help 
fine-tune the watershed boundaries.


